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 Paddy soils in China may have a positive effect on the terrestrial carbon sink over the last

two decades. (current C sequestration rate: 0.13–2.2 t C ha−1 yr−1)

 Soil microorganisms are central to the conversion of organic matter into SOC.
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How microbial community affects SOC sequestration  in paddy soils 

across multiple time-scales ranging from decades to millennia?



Materials Methods
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Vector analysis of soil enzyme stoichiometry indicated that both of top- and sub-soil were 

limited by carbon and nitrogen, but the limitations decreased after 1000 years. 



How do microbial CUE and NUE response？

 low CUE and Growth, high NUE:

mainly constituted by slow-

growing microorganisms, which

was limited by C and N.

initial stage (100y)

Long-term stage (1000y)

 high CUE and Growth, low NUE:

increased microbial growth and

decreased N limitation.
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Linear regressions between soil SOC 
content and microbial parameters
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The accumulation of SOC in
topsoil was significantly
correlated with soil microbial
community structure, functional
potentials and metabolism.



with the continuous cultivation 

 the decline in soil pH had positive

effects on microbial functional

potentials and microbial biomass

carbon.

 N mineralization rate stimulated

microbial growth.

 the enhanced microbial functional

potentials directly positively

affected microbial growth, and

thereby on microbial biomass

carbon.



Conclusion

The continuous paddy cultivation at long time scales captures the

cumulative microbial anabolism on SOC sequestration in the

plough layer, with the shifts in abiotic and biotic conditions

towards increased nutrient availability and homogenous microbial

community with higher functional potentials.
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